Capacitive discharge mode transition in moderate and atmospheric pressure
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Abstract

Current–voltage characteristics of \( \alpha \)- and \( \gamma \)-modes were investigated in moderate and atmospheric pressure capacitive discharges. The \( \alpha \)- and \( \gamma \)-modes, the co-existence of both modes, and the \( \alpha \)- to \( \gamma \)- and \( \gamma \)- to \( \alpha \)-mode transitions were observed with the changes in voltage, current, and plasma volume. Changing of gas pressure, (100–760) Torr, the \( \alpha \) to \( \gamma \) and the \( \gamma \) to \( \alpha \) transition occurred with respect to input power increasing and decreasing, respectively. The hysteresis in current and voltage curve was observed and became more evident at higher pressure. Using a simple electrical circuit model, the relation between the gas pressure and the \( \alpha \)-sheath thickness before mode transition was described.
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1. Introduction

Attention to atmospheric pressure glow discharge (APGD) plasmas have increased due to their numerous advantages, such as exclusion of expensive high vacuum equipments, simple operation, and various application targets [1–3]. One of the widely employed APGD sources is the radio-frequency (RF) capacitively-coupled discharge source, because of its relatively low breakdown voltage at the atmospheric pressure and the extensive employment in industries such as micro-circuit manufacturing and material treatments [3–5]. For such RF capacitive discharges, two different discharge modes of \( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \) and the mode transition between the two have been studied for gas pressures from 10 mTorr to several tens of Torr [5–8]. Recent investigations also reported the existence of the \( \gamma \)-mode and the \( \alpha \)-\( \gamma \) mode transition at the atmospheric pressure [9–11]. However, not much work has been pur-

sued in the moderate to atmospheric pressure range. It is considered that studies on discharge modes is a prerequisite not only in understanding the plasma properties but also in industrial application of the plasmas because the plasma characteristics appear very differently in this pressure range. In this work, therefore, the properties of the \( \alpha \)- and \( \gamma \)-mode and the forward and the reverse transitions between the two modes were studied in the gas pressure ranging from 100 Torr to 760 Torr. In addition, the pressure effects on the \( \alpha \)-sheath thickness, which was obtained by a simple circuit model, was investigated.

2. Experimental setup

Fig. 1a illustrates a schematic of the experimental setup under study. The discharge source has two parallel copper electrodes with the same diameters of 60 mm which was cooled by chilled water. The bottom electrode was powered by a 13.56 MHz RF supply (Dressler Cesar 1312) through an impedance matching network. The power range was between 10 and 300 W. A current probe (Tektronix
TCP202), a voltage probe (Tektronix P6015A), and an impedance analyzer (MKS VI-probe 4100) with a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS3012) were used for electrical measurements. A 99.99% purity helium gas was introduced into the chamber, of which pressure was controlled by pressure instruments (Pfeiffer Vacuum, Piezo gauge APR260, single gauge reader TPG261). During experiments, the pressure was sustained without additional gas feeding or pumping, and the discharge gap was fixed at 3 mm.

As indicated in Fig. 1 b, \(\alpha\)-mode and \(\gamma\)-mode were observed. As similarly observed in other experiments, the \(\alpha\)-mode showed a relatively brighter region closer to the electrode, and a dark region between the bright region and the electrode. For the \(\gamma\)-mode, on the other hand, the brightest region existed at the electrode due to intensive negative glow, and the plasma volume was contracted [5,7]. The difference between the two discharge modes was resulted from the discharge sustaining mechanism. The ionization of the \(\alpha\)-mode is mainly attributed to the bulk plasma electrons, but the ionization of the \(\gamma\)-mode is maintained by the secondary electrons emitted from the electrode [5,12]. At high gas pressure, the sheath breakdown is known to be responsible for \(\alpha\)-\(\gamma\) mode transition [6,9].

3. Results and discussions

As shown in Fig. 2a where the normalized visible emission intensity obtained from the image-processed photo-
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Fig. 1. (a) A Schematic of the experimental setup, and (b) discharge images of the \(\alpha\) and \(\gamma\)-modes at 100, 250, 500, and 760 Torr, respectively.
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Fig. 2. (a) The normalized visible emission intensity profile of the \(\alpha\)-mode (left) and the \(\gamma\)-mode (right) at 250 Torr when both modes co-exist. (b) Gas pressure effects on the normal glow discharge voltages of the \(\alpha\)-mode \((\alpha, V_{\alpha})\) and the \(\gamma\)-mode \((\gamma, V_{\gamma})\).
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The graph taken at 250 Torr, both discharge modes were simultaneously seen inside the discharge gap, and the intensity profile of each mode corresponded to that of each singly existing mode. Up to about 500 Torr, the \(\gamma\)-mode co-existed with the \(\alpha\)-mode, and the \(\gamma\)-mode discharge area was slightly expanded with increasing gas pressure and/or input power. The co-existence of both discharge modes can be explained by the inversion of the normal voltage of each mode [5]. When breakdown occurs, a normal glow \(\alpha\)-discharge is sustained with a normal voltage \(V_{\alpha,n}\) until the excitation of an abnormal glow discharge [9]. As the discharge experiences \(\alpha\)- to \(\gamma\)-mode transition \((\alpha \rightarrow \gamma)\) at higher voltage, the discharge area shrinks. However, the normal voltage \(V_{\gamma,n}\) is applied throughout the whole area between the electrodes. If \(V_{\alpha,n} > V_{\gamma,n}\), only a localized \(\gamma\)-mode appears. On the other hand, if \(V_{\alpha,n} < V_{\gamma,n}\), \(V_{\gamma,n}\) is sufficiently high to maintain both the \(\alpha\)-discharge and the \(\gamma\)-discharge [5]. As shown in Fig. 2b where \(V_{\alpha,n}\) and \(V_{\gamma,n}\) are plotted with respect to pressure, \(V_{\alpha,n} < V_{\gamma,n}\) below about 500 Torr in this experiment, resulting in the co-existence of both modes as demonstrated in Fig. 1b. Three
points of $V_{\alpha}$ less than 300 Torr in Fig. 2b represent the voltages at the minimum input power where the discharge just became an abnormal glow.

Fig. 3 depicts a typical current ($I$) versus voltage ($V$) characteristic curve at various pressures, (a) 100 Torr, (b) 250 Torr, (c) 500 Torr, and (d) 760 Torr. As the current was increased with increasing input power $P_{in}$, the discharge voltage and current were also increased. At a certain current $I_{\alpha\gamma}$ and voltage $V_{\alpha\gamma}$ (0.63 A and 272 V at 100 Torr), the $\alpha \rightarrow \gamma$ mode transition occurred, which was accompanied by a drop of discharge voltage, a reduction of the $I$–$V$ phase angle, and a contraction of the discharge volume. After the $\gamma$-mode onset, raising $P_{in}$ brought about a continuous increase of the current. In addition, decrease of $P_{in}$ resulted in a significant current drop with a little change in the discharge voltage or a normal glow voltage $V_{\alpha\gamma}$. With a further $P_{in}$ decrease, the discharge was changed from the $\gamma$- to the $\alpha$-mode (with $I_{\alpha\gamma}$ of 0.61 A and $V_{\alpha\gamma}$ of 290 V at 100 Torr). As shown in Fig. 3, the more distinct hysteresis in current and voltage was observed at the higher pressure.

The pressure effects on the mode transition voltage and current are shown in Fig. 4. Here, $V_{\alpha\gamma}$, $I_{\alpha\gamma}$, $V_{\gamma\alpha}$, and $I_{\gamma\alpha}$ are defined by the voltage and current at the $\alpha \rightarrow \gamma$ and the $\gamma \rightarrow \alpha$ mode transition, respectively. The $\gamma \rightarrow \alpha$ transition voltage $V_{\gamma\alpha}$ was increased with the gas pressure, similarly to the Paschen curve for the gas breakdown. In the $\gamma \rightarrow \alpha$ transition case, however, the transition voltage $V_{\gamma\alpha}$ decreased as the gas pressure was increased. It is because at the higher pressure, abundant electrons produced during the $\gamma$-discharge transfer more energy to neutrals by electron–neutral collisions, requiring a lower $\alpha$-discharge excitation voltage. In case of discharge current versus pressure seen in Fig. 4b, $I_{\gamma\alpha}$ is lower than $I_{\alpha\gamma}$ because the electron density of the $\gamma$-mode is larger than that of the $\alpha$-mode [12]. Especially, $I_{\gamma\alpha}$ was larger under 500 Torr range, which was due to the discharge current addition resulted from the co-existence of the $\alpha$- and the $\gamma$- modes.

Finally, the $\alpha$-sheath thickness $d_{\alpha}$ just before the $\alpha \rightarrow \gamma$ mode transition was evaluated for further understanding of the pressure effects on the discharge mode transition. A simple series-circuit model, composed of a resistor for bulk plasma and a parallel plate capacitor for sheath, was used as suggested in Refs. [8–10]. Hence, $d_{\alpha}$ is an averaged capacitive sheath width which was evaluated from the reactance ($X = 1/\omega C$, $d_{\alpha} = \varepsilon_{0}A/2C$ where $\omega = 2\pi \times 13.56$ MHz, $A$ is discharge area, and $\varepsilon_{0}$ is permittivity of free space) using the measured $I$, $V$, and phase angle.

Fig. 3. $I$–$V$ curves for (a) 100 Torr, (b) 250 Torr, (c) 500 Torr, and (d) 760 Torr were obtained as increasing (○) and decreasing (●) input power levels denoted as $P_{in}$.
between them [8]. As depicted in Fig. 5, $d_a \propto \exp(-p)$ where $p$ is the gas pressure. The $\alpha$-sheath thickness $d_a$ was decreased because of the increased discharge current density $J_\alpha$ of the $\alpha$-mode [9,13].

4. Summary

In summary, the characteristics of discharge modes, the $\alpha$ and $\gamma$, were investigated for the 13.56 MHz RF capacitively-coupled helium plasma in the moderate and atmospheric pressure range. The mode transition of $\alpha \rightarrow \gamma$ and $\gamma \rightarrow \alpha$ at a specific voltage and current was accompanied by a change in voltage, current, phase angle, and plasma volume. In all pressure ranges, the hysteresis between the forward and the reverse mode transitions were observed, and it became more significant as the pressure was increased. The co-existence of the $\alpha$ and $\gamma$-modes was observed under about 500 Torr, which was resulted from the lower $V_\alpha$ than $V_\gamma$. The transition voltage and current at various gas pressure was also investigated for the $\alpha \rightarrow \gamma$ and $\gamma \rightarrow \alpha$ mode transitions. $V_\alpha$ was increased as the gas pressure was raised, which shows a similar trend as in the right hand side of the Paschen curve. A simple resistor–capacitor circuit model demonstrated that the sheath thickness just before the $\alpha \rightarrow \gamma$ mode transition was proportional to $\exp(-p)$.
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